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December 28, 1999

Karen Kelly Norman
Bounty International Inc.
1535 S.E. 17th Street
Suite 119
Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33316

RE: PROMOTIONAL TRIP-DECEMBER 9-11.1999

Dear Karen,

1would like to thank. you for a sensational cruise on SOUTHERN CROSS III.

Simon and the crew are absolutely charming and couldn't be more accommodating. I was very
impressed with the level of service. While maintaining a professional manner they all know how to
have fun. That is the sign of a truly great crew. Although everyone was top class, an outsjanding
mention must go to Becky and the girls for their spirit, sense of humor and willingness to please.

My stateroom was delightful and I give an nA" rating for the linens. The water pressure was
excellent and every amenity throughout was freely at my disposal.

The meals were all prepared with great care. Pierre's fresh breads and baked goods were a highlight
at every meal. The variation of the food for every meal was perfectly suited to satisfy all tastes.

The mini cruise afforded me the opportunity to experience the yacht and see for myself the terrific
time that I know my charter clients had. The trip reinforced my complete confidence in referring
any future charter clients to SOUTHERN CROSSUr.--

l..-
Once again 1 would like to thank. Mr. Richie, the entire crew of SOUTHERN CROSS ill and you
for 3 glorious and memorable niihts on board sen.

SincerelY._.~-)
~.:.; (I\.'/~rJ1A~",--
Cindy Brown
President
Ultra Marine Yacht Charters Limited
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